Fluid of Janus molecules between two walls: the solvation force.
We apply a density functional theory to calculate the solvation force in the system involving Janus particles confined between two planar walls. Janus particles are modeled as spheres composed of attractive and repulsive parts and their orientation is described by the vectors representing internal degrees of freedom. We consider the cases of pores with identical walls, as well as the pores with competing walls (the so-called Janus-like pores). The density functional approach we employ combines fundamental measure theory with a mean-field approximation for the anisotropic interparticle interaction. We study how the solvation force and the orientational structure of confined particles depend on the competition between the surface field and the interactions between confined molecules and on the parameters of the model such as temperature and density. It is shown that the anisotropic interaction between the confined molecules and the character of the walls significantly influence the solvation force.